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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
Joachim of Flora is one of the most facinating char-
acters to arise out of the Middle Ages. In the centuries 
following his death he has become almost legendary, for as 
one author puts it, "The story of Joachim takes us into the 
atmosphere of charming legend."l His own contacts with our 
present age are numerous, and yet he has remained relatively 
unknown. Dante admired him, honoring him with lines in the 
Divine Comedy2, George Sand based one of her romances, Spiri-
~, on his life, and the philosophers such as Schelling and 
Hegel pay tribute to his work. Certainly such a figure can-
not be considered unimportant. But of even greater concern 
for the student of church history is the conclusion drawn by 
Professor E. Buonaiuti, one of the leading authorities on 
Joachim, 
The struggle of the Curia against the influences of the 
lVida D. Scudder, The Franciscan Adventure (London: 
J.M. Dent and Sons, 19j!T, p. 121. 
2"D1 spirito profetico dotato" is Dante ·' s phrase when 
Joachim-rs pointed out to him by Bonaventura in the Heaven 
or the Sun. The White translation renders this "Joachim, 
the good Calabrian abbot, whose spirit was endowed with 
prophesy." Dante Alighieri, .!h! Divine Comed~~ translated 
by L. G. White (New York: Pantheon Press, l 8), p. 150. 
2 
Joach1mites fills the whole story of the church. till 
the vigil of the Reformation.3 
Two thoughts are recurrent in Joachim for which the church 
was athirst--the thought of freedom and the thought of the 
Spirit. 
At first glance it· would seem an easy and simple task 
to treat of such an individual and to relate the incidents 
and doctrinal position which brought him fame. Unfortunately, 
however, the mod~rn world has treated him ~omewhat poorly. 
Not only is there a bare smattering of material concerned di-
rectly with him available, but there has been only one edition 
of his genuine works printed, this at the time of the Reform-
ation. Since that time only two men have given extensive 
study to his llfe and wor·k, E. Buonaiuti, and H. Grundmann, 
the latter being in possession of many of the original manu-
scripts and fragments, both genuine and spurious, by and per-
taining to Joachim. For the English reader only one short 
study has been produce·-4. For these reasons, we shall in this 
the'sis endeavor to collect the materials which have been 
'· ::. 
brought to light thus far concerning his life and work. 
'· • I 
While there are many problems which have arisen concern-
ing .his life and writings·,- we ·shall restrict ourselves here 
to a historical-systematic survey of the man and his parti-
,, 
•: 
· cular emphasis. Basically, he would be classed with the 
3soudder, 2E• .2.!l•, p. 136. 
3 
mystics. And yet, as Professor Buonaiuti comments: 
The seer of Calico separates himself from the usual 
type of Christian mystic, by his omnipresent consc'i-
ousness of the chain which binds the spiritual des-
tiny of the individual to that of the mass, by the 
unconquerable inclination to perceive the problem of 
salvation only against the protecting background of 
a universal palingenesis, through which a collective 
spirituality must be raised to a height never r~ached, 
let us better say, to its beatific consumation.LI-
Secular sources, if and when they comment upon him, usually 
regard his teaching as an outgrowth of second century gno-
sticism. Frequently, the messianic impulses of the modern 
dictator are ascribed to the influence of Joachim on nine-
teeth century German philosophy. 
Actually, Joachim defies classification. His contact 
with the early church does lie 1n the second century, not 
in gnosticism so much, however, as in the Montanist heresy. 
The ever present conflict of the church seeking peaceful 
association with the world as contrasted to the spiritual 
emphasis and charismatic ·gifts of the prlmi ti ve church had 
remained more or less ·dormant for those many years. Mont-
anism was eliminated as a ·.contending force, although it did 
not·· cease to exist, and with the decline of the Roman Empire 
and the subsequent organizational development of the church, 
Joachim's teachings reintroduced this early emphasis most 
clearly. 
Neoplatonism, of course, offered a mystical emphasis of 
4Ibid., P• 137. 
-
4 
sorts which was to be felt in certain segments of Chr1s·tendom1 
particularly through the influence of Augustine. However, 
the monastic movements of the fifth and sixth centuries encom-
passed most of these elements, and the organizational consol i-
_.,. 
dation of the church leading into the Middl~ Ages overcame 
most of the individual mystic elements. Rufus Jones gives an 
important insight into the times of Joachim and hi~ followers: 
The opening of the thirteenth century was marked by an 
immense ferment of heretical movements. The most virile 
and at the same time the most popular of these movements 
was the one named after its founder, Peter Waldo, the 
Waldensian Evangelical Movement. More positively anti-
Church and more emphatically dualistic in thought was 
the surse of gnostic ideas expressed in the widespread 
sect of Cathari. Ne·ither of these movements was es-
sentially mystic.al., but in the general ferment . of· the 
times many my stic~l elements emerged~ There was a rest-
lessness of spirit .in the humble circles and in the lay 
classes of socie,ty. , There was a strange glow and warmth, 
a stirring of life ·even before the birth of the medicant 
orders. There was a Widespread loss of faith in the 
Church, especially .,1·n .. its more.l and spiritual leade.rship, 
and a vague turning elsewhere for the resources. of life. 
Probably the influence of the Crusades was the major 
factor in the ferni~nt. They brought a sense of disil-
lusionment and unsettlement. The glowing expectations, 
the romantic dream of outward conquest had failed, but 
the spirit o.f adyent~re now turned inward and gave 
birth to a new ki-nd ·of romance with vivid dreams of a 
new Jerusalem to -be found here on earth.~ 
M~y were not content with the theological-philosophical pro-
gress of the Church. They wished a movement of the Spirit • . 
It was to this element that Joachim appealed. 
A contemporary of 'his, Amaury of Bene, a Frenchman, was 
quite similar in many respects. The central article of faith 
5Rufus Jones, The Flowerin~ of Mysticism (New York: 
Macmillan & Co., 1939T, PP• 50- 1:-
5 
in hi-m and his followers was the recognition that the age of 
the Spirit had come. The Sacraments, rules, forms, all were 
a thing of the past. Evidently·, they had come under the in-
fluence of John Scotus Erigena and his neoplatonic emphasis. 
Jones cormnents: 
The Church Council which condemned Amaury and ordered 
his body to be dug up and burned, also condemned a book 
called Periphysion which is undoubtedly Erigene's H!. 
Natura. Cardinal Henry of Ostia in his account of the 
heresy· says: •1rhe doctrine of the wicked Amuary is com-
prised in the book of Master John the Scot, which 1g 
called Periphysion, which the said Amaury followed. 
; 
Thi~ movement centered in Paris and saw· a development ·of ideas 
quite similar to those of the Joachimites, although it is 
hardly possible to argue that at this time Joachim'·s works 
were known or possessed there. Among the adherents of the 
movement there was considerable intellectual confusion and 
probably some moral chao~-, 7 In the face of strong persecu-
tion, . they dropped quickly out of the picture. 
· · .Qf more concern t ·o the Church at this ·time was the sect 
or Cathari. For all prac'tical purpose a the Albigenses, a 
branch of this sect located in northern Italy and ·sori~hern 
'• : 
' ... 
. ;;. ·. ·. 
·:France, are an excellent.1'exa.mple, representing the --h·eretical 
teachings of the followers found in the coun:tries throughout 
weste~n Europe. Manichaeistic in their doctrine, theY. dab-
' I 
:·' . .'•.·,,i •, .' .·, .. t. 
6rbid., . P• 52. 
-
?original material~ on thi~ movement, and particularly 
the influences in Paris, . can be found in the Chronicles of 
Guillaume le Breton and· Ceaser of Heiste~ach. 
6 
bled in almost all the heretical notions of the past ages: 
-":!·~·; docetic in their Chr~.'s .tology, montanistic with relation 
to the gift of . the Spirit, and fiercely anti-clerical. In-
quisitiQns were instituted in an attempt to exterminate them 
in the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries, but they 
managed to flourish until t~e eve of the Reformation. They 
were representative of the extreme rebellious spirit within 
the Church at the time of Joachim. Not content with reform 
from within, they demanded a clean break with clerical power. 
However, this was the age of papal supremacy. From 
Gregory VII forward through the days of Joachim the papal 
tiara rose to unexcelled heights • . All temporal rulers lay at 
the feet of the Pope, the representative of God on earth. Op-
position to this supremacy, moreover, stemmed not only from 
earthly princes and here\lcal sects, but even within the church, 
quietly to be sure, there arose reaction to the secularization 
and temporalization of ec~~esiastical power. Oddly enough, in 
the early stages the contradictory movements interacted. 
Leaders or the new piety; men like Hugo of St. Victor and 
Bernard of Clairvaux, saw in the Crusades an opportunity for 
actually participating in the myst1ca.l ._·exercises they propound-
ed. The papacy aa,1 in them the subjugation of the temporal 
princes. Both epds were served, eventually to the mutual ex-
clusion of each other.. ~owever, Bernard was no contender of 
ecclesiastical authority. He was strongly wedded to the 
Church, and though to react to worldliness 
PRITZLAFF MEMORIAL LIBRARY 
q()NCORDIA SEM1NA8f 
St~ .tG>tm\ ~ . 
opposes the basic 
I 
1 
drive of that authority, he did not let his subjectivity over-
come ecclesiastical consciousness. Thus, the height of spiri-
tual thought immediately prior to Joachim did not initiate a 
turn from authority. While Joachim may have attempted to make 
the Cistercians of Bernard more Spirit-conscious, he retained 
the master's concern for the heirarchy of the Church. 
It was not only individuals, however, that sought a re-
turn to the more spiritual. Enthusiasm developed in the late 
twelfth century for the precursors of the medicant orders, the 
Beguines and Begharda. ,The Beguines appear· first at Lelge 
and were originally communities of women devoted to the care 
of the sick, the watch over the dying, and the offering of 
prayers at burials. They lived off charity· and seem to have 
derived their name from their association with a reforming 
priest., Lambe·rt le Beges •. · The Beghards were their comparable 
male counterparts, pe~f,o:r,ming similar duties, consisting of 
, : pious lay brothers attempting to bring reli~lon,. into active 
foI91?1. ' t • ~ ' ... : 
·~ ·1 
organ1ze.t1otff:_'.ot::·f·hese people was quite ·loos·e,, and 
.. : r ··' ,j. ,•.:,i :.\ .: . ··: . , . . ·'} 
.';' ;- .· this . frequently led t '.o .h~retical tendencies. Both groups 
• • ~ •. ' • • ·, ' , •• • ;·. r • ' ~ , •·, • • • • : • • 
(· .: :,/ we;e·;extremely sensitiv~ ··· to the mystical ap~oalipt~c ele-
I, 
'} 
... 
' . '\ t . 
: I ' ' 
men•ts of the t; ime. Beeaus:e of their s im1lar1 ty. in ·action 
•·, \:,, '..- . :· . ,r . 
to the Waldensians and)A:J;b¥genses thet were fr~quentl.Y;· ac-
; ... •·· '.' ·,;,:·. { .. , . ,. 
cused of heresy. With .:~n,:e. · advent of the medio·ant · orders, 
. . . ·,.;··,\', .• ·"' .. ... . 
· · the· -Dominicans swallowed· ··up what remained ot the ·orthodox 
.·,. 
'I . .- ' 
" 
'Beg,i:,nes, while the Franciscans accommodated the ma:j'ority 
.. •, ' · , 
8 
of the Beghards. 
It is into this picture that Joachim steps. He is the 
prop.uct of these combined influences, and yet in a sense he 
repudiates them all by being classified as a follower of none 
of them. He is a prophet, a builder of a new Jerusalem. 
Joachim belongs to the order of the "prophets." His 
ideals and aspirations are in essential matters like 
those of the Montanists of 'f;;he third century. He is 
in pronounced opposition toward the ecclesiastics. He 
is tired of' bishops and pries.ts. He is eager :for a 
. new dispensation in which the Spirit will be the . direct 
and immediate guide of the Church, with a new. type of 
"prophet" as an organ of revelation. We have in Joachim 
an enti1usiast, a framer of dreams, a builder o:f new 
Jerusalems, or--as Henan expressed81t--a person with 
"a great instinct for the future."· 
Europe was expectant, and the times cl;l.arged their apocalyptic 
hope. The Crusades had s~en thus far a defeat of their hope 
:for a Jerusalem in fact, and so to them Joachim off.ers his 
"revelation" as the precµrsor of a nevi and mor·e romantic 
hope. 
8Jones, .2.£• ill•,, P• 54. 
CHAPTER II 
THE LIFE AND TL~ ES OF JOACHIM 
Joachim was born about the year 1130 at Celico, in 
Calabria, then a part of the kingdom of the Two S1c1l1es, 
comprising at that time most of lower Italy as well as the 
island of Sicily. His father was named Mauro and his mother 
Gemma. It is said t~at his family name was. Tabellionel, and 
that his father held some office at the court of Roger II of 
Sicily. However, La Pianb. notes: 
Buonaiuti rejects the traditional view that Joachim was 
a noble, and regards him as having risen up from the 
peasantry. He bases this upon Joachim's calling himself 
a~ agricola from his youth up.2 · 
The usual marvels have been related ooncer.ning his youth~ At 
his baptism, probably whe~ he was ten years old, accounts 
speak of a vision portraying his prophetic greatness in the 
f'utu:re. Unfortunatel-yi, in· all of these materials dealing with 
his early life it is dif{ieult to ascertain anything of tact-
ual certainty. · .. ·, 
The next accurate historical peg in his life seems to be 
a trip to the Holy Land with several other young companions. 
A number o.f' these friends perished in Constan·t1nople in the 
1Tabell1o means notary; therefore, it has been ·conjectured 
that · this refers to his fa.ther I s office rather than a family 
· name. 
2oeorge LaPiana, "Joachim of Flora:. a critical survey,n 
Spec~lum, VII (April, 1932), 271. 
.. 
10 
plague, and he continued on to Palestine with only a single 
eompanion. He suffered tremendously from thirst and hunger 
while wandering in the desert, and from this experience we 
have the following account of a vision: 
When he was asleep in the desert he had a vision of a 
river of oil, and one standing by it who bade him drink. 
In his dream he drank, and when he awoke he found that · 
he understood the entire significance of Scripture.3 
Tradition states that .he spont the Lenten season fasting on 
Mt. Tabor, and that it was .on the eve of Easter Day that he 
received a revelation determining his future life and work.4 
On his return to Italy, he entered the Cistercian mon-
astary at Sam.bucina. Evidently he remained there for some 
time a.s e. lay student and scholar, at the· same time, however, 
engaging in some religious activity. Legend says that while 
at Sambucina the following occurred: 
He was walking one day in the garden of the monastary 
when an angel appeared, bearing a jar of wine, and bade 
him drink. J·oachim drank, and, when he had quenched 
his thirst, returned the vess·el~ "O Joachim," said 
the angel, 11 1f thou hadst but drunk it to the last 
drop, no knowledge would have escaped thee. "5 . 
This seems to be no more than a variation on the oil story 
previously noted. 
3Henry Bett, Joachim £f. Flora (London: Methu~n & Co., 
1931), P• 6. 
· 4Joachim says in Expos1t1o in A~ocal1~s1m th~t the full-
ness of the knowledge contained Int e boo was a revelation 
given to him "'in that hour in which the Lion of the ti,1be of 
Judah is arising." 
SBett, .22• .2!!•, P• 7,. 
11 
. There was manifest clerical reaction to his religious 
activities without benefit of orders, and so in 1168 he was 
ordained a priest in the abbey at Corazzo by the Bishop of 
Can.tanzano. 6 He soon was made Prior of the abbey, and some 
time before 1178 succeeded Columbanus as Abbot, in both in-
stances agains.t his own wishes and despite his protestations. 
In 1183 he repaired ·as a guest to ~he monastary of Casamari, 
remaining there for almost two Jears, correcting his work and 
making additions. He visited Pope Lucius III at this time 
and was given permissi-on · to continue his writing wherever he 
··.·· 
thought best, now officially relieved of the temporal cares 
at the abbey at Coraz·zo. While progressing with his writing, 
he also during this time made a number of strong attacks upon 
the ·laxity of monastic 'life, even among his Jwn Cisterc1ans. 
'·- . This; naturally, aroused -a .great deal of resentment, but 
nothing came of it; neither with respect to the rerorm Joachim 
. ·; . 
wished, nor the censur.e ~~-... Joachim the monastics demanded. 
With the ascension:·.' of Urban III· to the pontificate, he 
once. more sought papal ."app.roval of his work. Ur~an encouraged 
hiiD. ·'1-n his efforts in li~6 without being specJ:1'i.c in any de-
ta1·1. Contemporary wi~-h this visit is the legend that Joachim 
met Emperor Frederick-,/~a:rbarossa and publically rebuked him 
for. he1ng too devoted · _to. worldly affairs• However-t · this ac-
count does not have the.• h f storieal certification that his con-
.. ·,; , ' .: 6oasamar1, SanibU:~i~~;: ·.'.and Corazzo were int1m,tely related, 
, ,1 , , , . ,) . ~A··1h.• , ; f ' , .• :l..; 
.... , ... , be~:ns· rounded in thati,i:·?·, &~~ and all Italian c1·ster~1an houses. 
: , :, ,. . • . ·! .. !-.' . ··~,\ .\, '.1 : ••. JI . 
. . •, 
• 
·12 
versations with others related to the Third Crusade has. 
Clement III in 1188 urged him to hasten the completion 
of his work so that it might be submitted to the Holy See for 
judgment. Already he was gaining a considerable reputation 
as a prophet, and it was becoming increasingly important that 
the papacy know the exact content of his teaching. There is 
little reason to doubt the authenticity of the account of 
Roger de Hoveden7 that in 1190 Richard I (the Lion-hearted) 
sent for him while stopping at Messina in Sicily on his way 
to join the Third Crusade, The substance of the conversation 
seems to have been Joachim's exposition of Revelation 12:1 and 
17:9. There also seems to indications here that Joachim may 
have called the papacy the potential seat of the A~ti-Christ. 
Tradition has added equally interesting conferences with 
Philip Augustus of France and Henry VI of the Holy Roman Em-
pire, the latter being more doubtful due to the record's in-
sistence on recognizing the pseudo-Joachim commentary on 
Jeremiah as authentic~ 
·In 1191 he left Corazzo pel'IJl.a~~~tly, retiring ·into the 
mountainous solitude of ~he Pietralata where he built a cell 
and oratory for himself. The following year the Oistercians · 
sum.~oned him to show cause for his desertion of Corazzo. 
Ho~ever, he had attracted a number of. £ollowers, unwillingly 
it seems, and he disregarded the attacks of the Cistercians, 
· ·7aoger de Hoveden, Annals, Volume II, PP• 116-180, 
entry for 1190 • 
13 
founding the abbey or Saint John of Flora (or Fiore). He 
intended it to be headquarters for a severe reform or the 
Cisterclan rule, and within a few years had attracted support 
from the King of the Two Sicilies and the Holy Roman Emperor. 
Finally, in April or 1196, Celestine III issued a bull 
approving the order of Flora and releasing Joachim from Cis-
tercian obedience. This was reinforced after Joachim's death 
by Innocent III in 1204, reaffirming the order and approving 
it. Honorius III (1216-1227} issued several bulls forbidding 
the defamation of Joachim or his order. It seems the Cister-
cians had neither forgiven nor forgotten! 
Actually, the order never became a large institution. It 
had only about forty houses at its height and never spread 
outside of Italy. By the sixteenth century it was fast dis-
appearing, some houses returning to the Oistercians, others 
joining the Carthus1~ns and Dominicans. By 1570 there is no 
rec'ord of any house remaining. 
Joachim himself finished his writings in what he consider-
ed acceptable form by the year 1200 and submitted them to Rome. 
Before judgment was passed, he died at San Giovanni in Fiore, 
March 30, 1202. It. 1:.s rec;orded that he passed on "in an odour 
of sanctity."8 Though ~e ·was never officially beat'ified, he 
still is venerated as beatus, May twent1-ninth being the day 
used for this recognition. 
~dmund G. Gardner, "Joachim of Fiore," Catholic Ency-
clopedia, Volume VIII, P• 406. 
Already before his death numerous legends sprang up con-
cerning his person. We read: 
In time w,e learn that his face, usually like a dead leaf, 
shone with angelic radiance when he celebrated the Mass • 
• • • • He lived during his later years in a perpetual . 
vision.9 
It is said that pictures of St. Francis and St. Dominic were 
painted on the walls of his cell by prophetic inspiration long 
·before they were born. All of these factors tend to cloud any 
historical material that might have been available. It has 
become a most difficult task to separate truth from legend 
concerning the basic facts of his life, much less learn more 
of the factors influencing his development. 
Certainly Joachim's mystic or spiritual illumination did 
not take the place of study, but probably led him to a much 
closer examination of Scripture. It seems evident from his 
attitude toward the Cisteroians, a strict order considering 
the times, that he did not feel adequately satisfied with 
ordinary monastic life. Nevertheless, as we shall in exam-
ining his doctrine, he did . not despise the monastary, ·but 
merely sought to str~ngthen it from outside cares and influence. 
Monasticism was · important in his scheme for the ages. 
The Cistercian order was to leave its unmistakable marks. 
· Established on a more-·l,tberal base or control than previous 
orders. it fostered mapual labor. This became a dominant fac-
tor in the preachment·s· of ·that great monastic figure of the 
9Vida P. Scudder, · The. Franciscan Adventure (Lon~on:. 
J. M: Dent an.d Sons, 19m-, P• l37. 
15 
twelfth century, Saint Bernard of Clairvaux. He criticizes 
the excesses of the papal court;: he rails against the abuses 
of the clergy; he urges men and women to enter the monas-
taries; he dreams of an ascetic society molded on a monastic 
ideal. All of these can found behind or in many of the ideas 
of Joachim. Thus, while we have no direct discipleship, so 
to speak, there is a direct line of thought. 
Moreover, Joachim's physical location gave him an ideal 
cross section of current thought, Not only was he aware of 
the contemporary developments in the Roman church, but he 
also had intimate contacts with those of the Eastern Orthodox 
persuasion, as well as remnants of Moslem and Jewish migrants 
livin3 in the lower part of Italy. In Calabria t nere were a 
number of Basilian monks who used the Greek rule and Greek 
liturgy. How much exact intercourse took place between 
Joachim and them is hard to ascertain; there are indications, 
however, that even physical conflict occurr·'ed between his mon-
astary and them from time to time.10 
His contact with the Moslem world is fraught with many 
interesting ·possibilities. Bett observes that the figure 
1260 played an important role in the cult of the Babi among 
the Moslems and wonders if it is coincidence or a latent idea 
in Moslem thought which focused· Joachim's attention.11 Whether 
lOaet·t, -2.i· .ill·, PP• 18rr. 
llibid., P• 20. 
the latter 1s valid or not, the· fact rera.n.1ns that Joachim no 
doubt was familiar with many of the elements of Moslem thought 
and their contributions to the learning of the Middle Ages. 
With all of these conflicting interests, however, Joachim 
was a loyal .son of the Church. Froom cites Joachim's own 
thoughts on the matter 1n his Tractatus Super Quatuor Evangel-
ia, 
Actually Joachim. saw no conflict between this idea and 
his loyalty to the papal church, for he expected the 
new spiritual church to be welcomed by the pope, just 12 as the child Jesus was embraced by Simeon in the temple. 
While there had been anti-clerical and anti-papal movements 
f 
' before his time, he did not look to them as the hope of his 
spiritual order; but to the papacy. The church had urged him 
to complete his work, and upon its completion he submitted 
the v,ork to Rome for .appr.oval. As Grundmann notes: 
Als Abt und als Gelehrter--nicht als Politike-r-..;s.teht 
Joachim in persBn11Qher Beziehung zum kaiserlichen 
Haus Heinrichs VI'.,- ebenso zur Kurie unter Luc1us · III 
· ( 1181-1185), Urba.ri :+II ( 118.5-1187), uud Clemens III 
(1187-1191). w1r· ··wi-ssen nichts, und es 1st unwahr 
scheinlich, dasz ~eine Orthodoxie zu Lebseiten je ver-
dlchtigt wurde. Nur sind die Zisterzienser 1hm und 
~einer St1ftung seit der Trennung miszgi\nstig g~~esen.13 
No Vfhere can we find a .rebellious attitude with respect to 
the . authority of the ;9~~'.~h. True, statemen·ts a:s well as 
. .. .'/ .· .. ,• 
atori.'.es attributed to -hi~.' ·can be found that would nia·ke him 
the. ·ver·1 table prefigurment of reforming z-eal, but more often · 
. . . 
13teroy Froom, The· :Pro~hetic Faith of Our Fathers (Wash-
ington: Review and Her'ald · ubi!s·hing Co., !9'5'0), I ., 698. 
13R. Grun~anni Stud!en ~ber Joachim von Floris (Leipzig: 
B. G. Tue~ner, 1927J, pp. 12-1~ ----
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than not these are spurious. Vfhere shown to be authentic, the 
statements should not be viewed outside the scope of ecclesi-
astioal approval. Joachim was confident that he had a message 
for the Church--within its official frameworkt 
CHAPTER III 
JOACHIM'S WRITINGS AND DOCTRINE 
The genuine works of Joachim are: L1ber Concordiae Novi 
..,;;;;....;.,;;. ... ......;;...;;.,;;..;.;=- -
.!£ Veteris Testamenti, Expositio !!!. Apocalipsim, and Psalter-
~ Decem Oordarum. In addition to these ma jor works, there 
are several small treatises~ Contra Judaeos, Q!. articulis 
fidei, Q.! unitate Trinitatis, Super regula Sancti Benedict!, 
and Tractus super quatuor Evangelia. Two hymns, Q!. Patria 
Celesti and Q.2 Gloria Para.dis!, appended to the P'salterium 
should also be considered genuine. 
It is evident that the three principal works stand close 
together with respect· to time of' compositio·n. All were pro-
bably begun about the year 1184, with the Concordia finished 
first, 0.1189, the Exposi.tio next, c.1196, and the Psalterium 
and other minor works- finished by the year 1200. Howe·ver, 
this can be an arbitrary division based on letters of Joachim; 
these same letters ind·1cate that to the very end he was re-
working earlier works while finishing the later ones. Thus, 
., 
there is a real community of thought between them, despite 
the difference between the formal schemes of the books. 
Throughout them all he -~ef~rs to each of the others. 
The Concordia seeks · to e stablish an elaborate . pa:vallel 
between the Old and the New Testaments. Every person, event, 
or ag-e in the one is shown to correspond to a person, age, or 
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event 1n the other, with these two then serving as a prefig-
urement for the third and final age of the Spirit. Thus, the 
book becomes a somewhat bizarre philosophy of history, or, 
as L8with puts it, "theological hiat~rism."l 
· The Expositio is concerned primarily with the apocalyptic 
symbols and their interpretation in the book of Revelation. 
The entire presenta tion is dominated by this same idea of three 
dispensations. The Psalterium, it seems, was conceived as a 
result or Joachim's doubts with respect to the doetrine of the 
Trinity. In his prayers invoking the Holy Spirit for illumi-
nation there was presented to his mind the symbol of the ten-
stringed psaltery as the expla~ation of the mystery or the 
Trinity. Again the th8ught of the three dispensations rules, 
this time represented thusly: the first book treats o~ the 
Father, represented by the body of. the instrument; the 
second or the Psalms which are sung with its aid--di·vine W1a-
dom-•represent1ng the Son; the third the method or psalmody, 
melody and unction, repre·senting the Holy Ghos·t. 
The minor treatises on the four Gospels, against the 
Jews, and the against the adversaries of faith are keyed to 
. . 
more immediate needs and do not contribute essenti-ally to 
h1s: position. As was noted earlier, the only prJ..nted edition 
of his works came out from 1519 to 1527 in Venice. 
For the moment, Qf more interest are a number of pseudo-
lKarl L&with, Meaning in History (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 1949), p.'""T56. 
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Joachim works ascriped to him. In the thirteenth century a 
number of volumes, mostly prophesy or interpretation of pro-
phesy, were fathered upon Joachim. In the main these origi-
nated in the midst of the Franciscan spirituals. It is most 
interesting to note .that his distinctive doctrine spread not 
among his own order, but upon another, and primarily in 
another land--France. Bett notes in his study: 
Every wild dream of the coming of Antichrist, of the 
last persecutions of the faithful, of the downfall 
of the Papacy, of the rise of a renewed Church that 
should be characterized by purity and poverty, of 
the final judgment;; of the end of all things, found 
expression in some prophetic screed that was attri-
buted to Joaahim, or that was supposed to be an ex-
position of his teaching.2 
There is no doubt as -to the spurious character of these 
writings. Three major considerations point this"out. In 
the first place, Joachim's style is simple and unaffected, 
while the spurious wo~ks are usually bombastic. Secondly, 
the attitude of Joachim to the Church is mild at its worst 
and usually tho.t of a loyal Catholic, \Vhile the apocryphal 
writings denounce the Church bitterly and irreconcilably. 
Finally, the prophetic method is quite different. Joachim 
is rarely specific, especially with reference to time, while 
the· false docu'Tlents usually make some exact reference or 
identif.ica tion. 
2Henry Bett, Joachim .2£ Flora . (London: Methuen and ... 
Co., 1931), P• 27. 
2·1 
Among the more important of these spurious documents 
is Interpretatio !!! rlierem1am prophetam. It is not men-
tioned in the letter of Joachim which cites his authentic 
works through the yee.r 1200.3 Since this and the other 
apocryphal works would have had to have been produced in the 
relatively short period of two to three year~., and in content 
actually comprise a g-r ·eat.er amount of work than· all of· his 
others, it is hardly p~ssible that it could be any~hi~g but 
fraudulent. Much of Rieremiam deals with Frederick II as a 
persecutor of the Church, and as he was at most two years 
old at the time Joachim: was to have written it, it is ·hardly 
conceivable that Joachim· authored it. While the work ·claims 
' 
to have been written 1~· 1197 at the request of Henry VI, 
Holy Roman Emperor, it ·probably came out some· time in the 
1240 1 s, as a result of. ··the fued between Fred·erick and the 
papal party. ; ..... 
In a like positi.on is Soriptum super Esaiam prophetam. 
Quite similar in structure and content to ffieremiam, 1t is 
generally dated later,. Grundmann placing 1 t ab:out 1266 • 4 
It. too pictures Frederick II as God·' s avenger to puni·sh the 
fal~-~n Church. Froom:·notes an inter·esting ·distiz:iction be-
tween the two: 
The earlier Jeremiah commentary sees in Frederick II 
3Herbert Grundmann, Studien Uber Joachim von Fioris 
{Leipzig: B. G. Tuebner, 1921), ~6. ~ 
41.ill. 
L 
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the seventh head of the dragon, which is also the 
anticbrist; wher~as the Isaiah commentary includes 
Frederick and his successors, as represented by the 
red dragon, yet who is not himself th~ Antichrist 
but only his forerunner or his vicar;~ 
The ministers of the Church are labeled as the cause of the 
prevailing evil with a consequent new era of the Spirit to 
erase this. 
Expositio Sibvllae et Merlini are likewise falsely 
attributed to Joachim. In both these cases the title is 
quite misleading. Merlin', of course, is famous as the Bri-
tish enchanter at the time of King Arthur. This prophecy 
to which the expoeition· has reference; however, has nothing 
to do with this legendary personage. Rather, it is the 
creation of the thirteenth century with the borrowed name. 
Thus, this is a doubly spurious creature. LikeYlise, the ex-
position of the Erythraen Sibyl's prophesies has no real 
connection save sontiment with the parallel accounts in 
Greek mythology. It dates probably from the thirteenth 
century also and seems specifically Franciscan in origin.6 
More ihteresting is the Vat1cin1a Pontlficum which 
purports to be a prophetic characterization of the future 
line of popes. Normally, only the first sixteen of the 
twenty-four paragraphs are ascribed to Joachim, although 
later editions credit him with the entire work. This enjoyed 
5Leroy Froom., The Prophetic Faith of Our Fathers (Wash-
ington: Review· and-i!erald Publishing Co7,~50), I, 726. 
6Bett, .2£• ~., P• 35. 
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a great many reprints, and with each, redactive efforts of 
editors attempting to bring it up to date. Thus, the ·more 
fantastic of the later predictions were corrected from time 
to time. Of all pseudo-·Joachim works it probably enjoyed 
the most popularity. · · 
One last work might also be given slight attention be-
cause of lts unusual nature. This is~ Semine Seripturarum. 
Dating not long after the death of Joachim; it has its influ-
ence taken in the main from Jewish cabalism. This movement 
founded its doctrines upon the deep hidde~ meanings of num-
bers, letters, and words. Normally it would not have been 
considered Joachim's but for the introduction stating "Incipit 
liber . Joachim. n 7 • • • There is little in common with the 
genuine Joachim to be found in this extreme type of literalism. 
Normally, so much attention should not be given to the 
spur·lous writings of an 1nd1 vi dual. However, in the case of 
Joachim, it was on tbe basis of these apocryphal works that 
his fame grew in the ·late Middle Ages. Most of the later 
Joachimites quote not from the authentic wri·tings, but from 
these spu~io~s ones. This is not to say that there was not a 
connection between the content. In the main, the pseudo-
Joachim works derived a good bit of their thought from his 
genuine writings. 
Actually, the reason for the popularity of the false 
7Froom, -2£• £!1•, P• 719. 
works lies in the raet;hod and approach of Joachim. He was for 
the most part dealing in the realm of abstract thinking and 
theorizing. While ther were an attempt at harmonizing divine 
revelation with everyd~y ·racts, t hey were not specific in 
prophetic content. This line of thought was in most cases 
much too difficult f'or the untrained mind of the common 
man. He wanted facts and figures that he could visualize. 
It was not t he distant future, but the 1m.~ediate future 
that concerned them. Thus, in the spirit of Joachim, the 
pseudo-Joachims attempted to supply this need. 
To be fair in an ,appraisal of Joachim's doctrinal con-
tent, then, we must draw only from the three major works. 
The line of thought that is often connected with him will 
seem somewhat broken by such action, ·but ·shows clearly that 
later Joach.imite thoug..h.t actually finds its .. connection only 
in the essential hope of a new age of the Spirit. 
Actually, Joachim had only one doctrinal theme in all 
his work--the thought · ·of three dispensations. This eventu-
ally came to be , called ' the Eternal Gospel, and we shnll 
examine this closely in ·detail in the next seet1on. He deals 
with this general theme in different ways and from different 
standpoints in each of his major works, however.. One might 
call the treatraent in the Concordia historical, in ·the 
Expo.sitio exegetical, and in the Psalterium theological. 
·rt was this more . or less theological treatment which 
was to bring him his only official censure from the Church. 
Thirteen years after his death ona particular phase of 'his 
teachine;, the doct1•ine of the 1rr1n1 ty, ~Y9.S condemned by the 
IV Lateran Council. It is said that Innocent III not only 
presided, but drew up the canons of the council personally. 
Jo~chim's teach ings had attacked the accepted doctrine of 
Peter Lombard. Cayre is somewhat harsh in his judgme~t of 
Joachim, al t hough correct v1.h.en he comments t hat Joechim 
maintained the unity of essence in God is not~ and 
8 propria. Peter Lombard had taught t hat it is not correct 
to say tha t t he Son is generated, or that the Spirit pro-
ceeds, from the Divine essentia, but that the Son is gener-
ated of t h e F'a t her, the Spirit proceeds from the Father and 
t he Son, and t he Divine essentia belongs alike to all three. 
Joach im felt that t his was too like a doctrine of 
quaternity, that is, the Divine essentia being a fourth 
factor.9 In opposition, he maintained that the union of 
the per sons was merely collective, quoting John 17:2 to 
prove t his.lo He compared the Trinity to his psaltery, the 
t hree sides indicating the individuals, and t he body of t he 
instrument representing the unity. This in the orthodox 
terminology which he used brought him to the brink of tri-
8J. Cayre, Manual of Patrolop,y, translated by H. Howitt 
(Paris: Desclees and co7, 1936), II, 692-96. 
9Joachim Psalteriurn Decem Cordarum (Venice: Francisci 
Bindoni, 1527~, p. 229. 
lOibid. 
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theism. Table I on page 27 will give his visual representa-
tion of this, with the superimposed strings--g1fts of the 
dispensation, on the left of the Son, on the right of the 
Spirit. 
Reproved with respect to his Trinitarian illustrations, 
Joachim nevertheless escaped t he more serious condemnation 
of his dispensation scheme. The underly i ng fault of 
Joachim's presentation is readily manifest. The orthodox 
terms and concepts became subject to misunderstanding 
within his program of the three ages, and rather t han fo~-
sake this essential concern, he alloted theological posi-
tions understanding only in the light of history. 
In t heory according to the three epoch idea there 
would be no need for this ultimate doctrinal concern since 
the age of the Spirit was upon the world. Thus, Joachim 
seems a lit t le embarrassed at the doctrinal issues raised, 
only wish ing to stay within the scope of the churches' 
teaching . In his scheme, moreover, the age of t he theolo-
gical doctors is past. Therefore, their criticism was 
invalid in the true sense. 
In consequence, even after this censure, Pope Honorius 
III issued two Bulls, one in 1216 and another in 1220, 
forbidding the defamation of Joachim and his Order.11 
There seem to have been no further outbreaks of his Trini-
llBett, .22• alt., p. 16. 
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TABLE 1 
Joachim's Psaltery with Ten Strings 
PATER 
aanctus 
,___c ari tas -1 -dominion._..-., 
hope---- 2 -seraphim--" 
!------4-----virtue------' 
---authority 
longsuffering---6-----supremaoy 
ateadfastness~7-----crowna--~--' 
SPIRITUS 
SANCTUS 
8----thrones---~ 
9 archangels 
, • ,'1 
sanctus sanctus 
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tarian heresy, and Innoce~t III in ~ondemning it speaks 
well or the spirit of Joachim in submitting it to papal 
authority for correction. or more serious effect to the 
church would be the consequent spelling out by later disci-
ples of his essential doctrine, the Eternal Gospel. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE ETERUAL GOSPEL 
The general doctrine of Joachim came to be- known among 
his followers as the Eterna1 Gospel. It is true that he 
himself never called any work of his, or his teaching, by 
that name. But in his quotations of Revelation 14:6, where 
this phrase is used, he does expressly say that this ever-
lasting gospel is the gospel of the Holy Spirit. 
Evangelium aeternum, quod est in spiritu--quoniam 
utique evangelium., quod est in littera, temporale 
non aeternum.l 
He also makes reference to the term under similar circum-
stances in the Psalterium: 
Et quod est evangelium ejus? Illud, de quo dicit 
Johannes in Apocalips1: vidi angelum dei volantem 
per medium coelum et datum est 1111 evangelium 
aeternum. Quid est evangelium ejus? Illud, quod 
procedit de evangelio Chr2st1, litters enim occidet, spiritus autem vivificat •. 
He speaks of the 5ospel of Christ as temporal and transi-
tory, with only the spiritual significance of it eternal. 
It is only natural that such a phrasing seen in the light 
of · the dispensatio.nal development should result in the idea 
of a final spiritual gospel whioh was to supercede the 
lJoachim, Expositio !!l Apocalipsim (Venice: 
Bindoni, 1527), p. 95. Francisci 
2Joach1mf Psalterium Decem Cordarum (Venice: 
B1ndon1f 15271, p. 260. . 
Francisc1 
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gospel of Christ, of the New Testament • . This was net 
Joachim's specific conclusion, but 1t is not illogical, 
and his followers struck hard upon the idea of an evangelium 
aet.ernum. 
The initial use in the latter sense came with the edi-
tion of Joachim's works that Gerard of Borgo San Donnino 
brought out in 125!t- in Paris. He wrote a "l;>rief intro'duction 
to the three main works -of Joachim entitled Introduct·orius 
.!E. Evangelium Aeternum. · 'rhis title may not have been the 
most fortunate had Joachim· made the choice but the choice was 
made and 'it has remained • . 
In one sense it is quite easy to recount the do.c-tr1ne 
.of Joachim's eternal gospel for it is essentially .nothing 
more than the idea of t}:le'.-- three dispensations. But Batt 
comments: 
,.: .. I.n a s-ens'e the task is quite. impossible, for his 
·central principle emerges from a cloudy mass of alle-
gory and apocalyptic· which is both inc-onsistent in 
itself and irrelevant to the main issue, and which 
could not be reproduced without practically tra-nscri-
bing the whole of Joachim's Vlritings--a wearisome 
and futile task even if it were to be achieved ~3· 
We shall attempt, theref_ore, to sum up his thought as well 
as present a few examples ·of his expository method. 
Crucial, of cour·s·~, -to the understanding of his 4evelop-
ment are the special ·revelations we noted earlier. Joachim 
was convinced that revealed to him was both the historical 
3Henry Bett, Joachim~ Flora (London: Methuen and 
Co., 1931), P• 37. 
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and mystical significance of the symbols and figures of 
the Old and New Testaments. Therefore, we see an attempt 
to explain history religiously and the Revelation of Saint 
John historically. The history of the church is intrin-
sically religious and not merely a department of the history 
of the world. 
The key for Joachim was found in his method of inter-
pretation. He describes six methods of interpretation 
applied to Scripture.4 ' These are the literal (historical) 
and the moral, tropological, contemplative, anagogic, and 
. . 
typical which are all included under allegorical. However, 
it 1~ his exaggerated t1pology and symbolism which form the 
connecting links for his scheme . of the eras. Benz calls 
this . his prophetic function, "die Art dieses Totalverstlnd-
nissea~115 It is this prophetic-mystic approach which separ-
ates Joachim. 
This essentially prophetic nature of his exegetical 
method distinguishes Joachim from all his predeces-
sors who used t~re same methgd; but with primarily 
moral or dogmatic . purposes. 
The convenience of such a method soon becomes obvious. By 
4Joach1m, Liber Goncordiae Novi ac Veteris Testament! 
(Venice: Simonem de Luer~, 1519,-;--j)."c>o. 
>Ernst Ben~~ Eocles1a Sp1r1tu~11s (Stuttgart: w. 
Krohlhammer ,· 19 J4.) , p. 5 • . 
6George LaP!ana, "Joachim of Flora: a critical survey," 
Speculum, VII (April, 1932), 266. 
-
one method or another, it 1s feasible to establish almost any 
parallel and to prove almost any conclusion. 
However, it would be unfair to Joachim to accuse him of 
merely wandering from one innovation to another. In the 
table on page 33 we have the picture presented as worked out 
graphically for his edition of the Concordia. Three eras 
established on the basis of the Trinity and intermeshed with 
one another is the pattern for al~ the following interpreta-
tions. Successive manifestations of the person of the frinit7 
is understood. The criti~al age selected w.as his own century. 
The signs as dea~ribed in the gospel show clearly the 
dismay and ruin ·or · the century which is now running 
down and must per'ish. Hence I believe t hat it will 
not be in vain to submit to the vigilance of the 
believe:rs, through this work, those matters which 
divine economy has made known to my unworthy person 
in order to awaken the torpid hearts from their slumber 
by a violent noise and to induce them, if possible, 
by a n~w kind of exegesis to the contempt of the 
world.1 
The -?able on page 33 shows the basic rela.ti.onship upon which 
the dispensations were established.. Laying this pattern now 
against the historical knowledge of the past reveals history 
as seen in Table 3 on page 34. 
The chronology depends mainly upon notes of time given 
in the apocalyptic s~riptures, such as the following from 
Daniel and Revelation: 
.:·rste quadraginta duo genera tiones tricenarii aunt· 
annorum et di:ount·ur ·menses quadraginta ~uo si ve dies 
. 7.J'oachim, Liber Concordiae Novi ac Veteris Testament!, 
tr~ns.lated by K. L8with, preface-:-- -
Primus status 
PATER 
Tempus ·· 
circuincisus· 
Secundus status 
VERBUM 
Tempus 
cruels 
Tertius status 
SPIRITUS 
SANCTUS 
·.rempus 
quietas et 
pacis 
t-3 
::r (I) 
t-3 
~ (I) 
(I) 
t; :; 
.... 
(I} 0:, ~ 
't:S t-t 
""" 
(I) ltj 
::s 
to N 
SD 
ct' 
.... 
0 
::s 
~ 
.... 
SD 
::s 
TABLE 3 
Joachim's Scheme of the Ages* 
ABRAHAM (or Jacob) 
Adam-• 
21 gen-
erations First Age 
FATHER 
FIRST AGE (Father) 
SECOND AGE (Son) 
THIRD AGE {Spirit) 
CHRIST 
Second Age 
SON 
Adam to Abraham 
Abraham to Uzziah 
Period of fructi-
ficat!on, initial 
period of second 
age. 
Uzziah to Zaoha-
rias. 
Christ to Bene-
diet of Nursia. 
Period of fructi-
fication from 
Benedict to 1200 
or 1260 •. 
From 1200 (1260) 
to the Day ot 
Judgment. 
42nd GENERATION 
21 
21 
·21 
21 
21 
42 
Third Age 
SPIRIT 
ge~erations 
generations 
generations 
generations 
generations 
generations? 
*Leroy Fl'oom, The Prophetic Faith ot Our Fathers (Wash-
ington: Review a~Herald Publishing~o:-;-1950), I, 695. 
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1260 sive tempus et tempora et dimidium temporis.8 
This is coupled with a number of scriptural details; for 
example, Elijah was hidden for three years and six months, 
making forty-two months, and if lunar, twelve hundred and 
sixty days, which symbolically understood must indicate 
years. In most of these i nstances Joachim adduces, or 
attempts to, more t han one example to illustrate each sig-
nificant number. 
These numbers coincide neatly with the geneology of 
Matthew9 and break down exactly into the three series of 
fourteen, another instance of the Divine symholism of the 
r1gures in the light of the Trinity. The next step would 
be to conclude t hat a·· similar period would elapse through 
·' ; 
t i'J.e time until the coming of the Spirit. To aocomodate the 
probl.em of pre-Abrahamic time, the twenty-one generations 
here are of unknown length~ and the same must be concluded 
}· .,.. . . 
of tae first age. Grhn~mann correctly observes: 
.. . 
. 
Diese nicht mathemat1sch, sondern typisch bedeuts·a.men 
. Zahlern, die seinem Rauptgedanken einen ~o regelmisz-
igen Charakter g·eben--21 ( 3 x 7) Generationen also 
Vospiel jeder Wel.tze1t, doppelt so land · jede der 
Za-iten selbst, und .dreimal das ganze wied·erholt-~sind 
z·ugleich dehnbar · genug, um in denselben Grenz~n aller-
hand andere Scllema.t.a einzuschachteln und auf'einander 
zu bezieh~n. Denn nicht nur strange Zahlengleichheit, 
schon die nahe Verwandtschaft zweier Zahlenkomplexe 
Weist auf wesenhafte Identitlten bin, • -~ • • Aut 
\ • ·. '1 
· .. ·' 
.•.:. l:i. . ,. > ... _:_=·.. 8Ib id • , 1.'.34- · .. :_.:.'·:· , .-·.·· 
P • • ... :, . . . 
- •, r 
• I • • ' 
_: .'. · ,·.·,-:::9Matthew 1 :17. :·.;,-.!, ; '-
.. • '·;' ... . 
... 
.. 'I ,, 
' \ .~ 
der Suche naoh der Bedeut~sg wird die Rechnung also 
nebenslichlich miszachtet.i 
It is well to note again that Joachim, as seen here, is not 
interested in specific time, but rather in the dispensation 
scheme. Therefore, the numbers offer to him meaning in his-
tory, but do not in his works indicate specific time periods 
everywhere alike. His interest is in· the :·order and the dy-
namic of all that happens in the world from beginning to 
end. 
What are the implications of these individual periods? 
Once more a table (number 4, page 37) will serve as a gra-
phic illustration of hl·s understanding. These comparisons 
are drawn from all three of the major works, indicating 
again the constant theme he is stressing. Since there is 
not the sharp historical break present to subst~tiate a 
sharp line or delineation, each period must overlap, with 
an initial period of ~w~n~y-one generations. This is fol-
lowed by the remaining twenty-one generations, being at the 
same. time the period of rructification (fruotificatus) of 
its age and the initial period of the next. Thus, each age 
had an initial stage a.s well as a period of maturity. 
With the grand pl-an· established,. the subdivision and 
une~vering of similarities was relatively simple • . It is 
.. ' 
from this point forward tQat the picture becomes somewhat 
,, 
... · 
·,' 
,• •• · '1 
·10,Herbert Grundmann, Studien 0.ber Joachim von Floris 
(Leipzig: B. G. Tuebner, 1927), p~2-53• ---
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
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TABLE 4 
Examples of Joachim's Idea of 
Universal Development 
First Dispensation Second Dispensation· 
Father Son 
Slavery Filial service 
Fear Faith 
Law Grace 
Starlight Dawn grey 
: 
Water Wine 
Grass Blade (grain) 
Septuagesima Lent 
Children Men 
Nettles Roses 
Knowledge Partial wisdom 
:1 
Servant Freed man 
Married Clerics 
Winter Spring 
I 
Labor Learning 
Earth Water 
Rind Stone 
-
~ ,_ 
Third dispensation 
Holy Ghost 
Freedom 
In love 
I 
A richer grace 
I 
Brightness of 
day 
Oil 
Ear (corn) 
Easter 
Elders 
Lilies 
Full under-
standing 
Friend 11 
Monks 
,I Summer 
Contemplatio~ 
Fire 
:1 Kernel 
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bizarre. Here the comment of Mias Scudder is quite ac-
curate: 
Joachim is absurdly and tediously quaint. The "sensus 
mysticus" that he loves is too often a "sensus fantas-
ticus." He gets tangled among symbolic numbers; he is 
quite too clear about the Antichrist; the impossible 
mingling of the nebulous and the precise which marks 
all apocalyptic interpretatiii is riotous in him. None 
the less, his pages vib~ate. 
Meny of these interpretations are not extraordinary; for ex-
ample, the twelve patriarchs correspond to the twelve apostles; 
Cal'eb, Joshua, and Moses equal to Peter, John, and Paul. Some, 
though, are not only strange, but frequently eyen irreverent; 
for example, Zacharias, John the Baptist, and Christ represent 
the Trinity, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.12 Nor are ·persons 
confined to persons: Job, Tobias, Judith, and Esther :repre-
sent nativity; passion, resurrection and ascension of Christ. 
Similar parallels could be· lis tad, some varying their symbol-
ism with the epoch, others having a variety of meanings within 
one epoch. 
In add1 tion to the ·three age scheme, we have superimposed 
upon this a system of five ages, seven ages, and eight ages. 
The history of the world can be divided into five periods: 
before the Law, under the L~w, under the Gospel; UI).der the 
Spirit; and in the manifest vision of God.13 The first and 
llVida D. Scudder, The Franciscan Adventure (London: 
J ·. M .. Dent and Sons, 1931T; P• i40. 
l2Joachim, Expositio· in Apocalipsim, p. $. 
13Joachim, Liber Concordiae Novi ac Veteris Testamenti, p. 8. 
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second eras can be broken down into seven periods--six or 
strife and then one of peace initiating t he age of the Spirit 
as in ·table 5 on page 40. He also seems to enlarge upon an 
idea of eight ages of revelation; but he is not very consis-
tent in his development here and most references to it are 
forced. 
One .could go on almost endlessly with descriptions of the 
variations which he offers. However, this is actually miss-
ing t~e point of his contribution. It is this concept of the 
third ~ge, the age of the spirit within history, that marks 
· his efforts as notewor,th:y:-. , Benz summarizes: 
·, 
~ 'r .. . , ;·, . 
In 1hr entwirft J·oa~n im nioht nur das prophetische 
Bild einer komme'nden Form des Christliohen Lebens und 
- der Christliohen ·Gemeinschaft; sondern er besohreibt 
· .auch die komniende· .A,b'l&sung der gegenwllr~igen Form der 
Kirche--der r8man1schen Papstkirche--durph eine neue 
geistige Form des Christliohens Lebens.l~ 
Joac?-im' a eschatology:·,, thus, consists of neither a simple 
millennium nor in the mere expectation of the end of the 
world; but in a twofold eschaton: an ultimate historical 
phase of the history o·f salvation, preceding the transcen-
dent esohaton of Christ·•·s second coming. 
Since history is still moving forward, and yet an end 
is expected, the right interpretation of h1s-tory necessarily 
becomes prophecy. The correct upderstanding of the past 
is intimately tied up with a proper perspective for the 
. . 
f\lt·ure. For the church it meant a . radical change· in d.irec-
14a enz , .2.E. ill• , p. 8 • 
>· ' 
I 
' 
I • 
I 
I 
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TABLE 5-ca, 
Outline of the Seven Period Scheme 
FIRST ERA SECOND ERA 
Prechristian leaders Christian kings Anti-Christian kings 
and leaders and leaders 
1 Jacob, Joshua, Christ HerocJ. 
Moses, Caleb 
-
Peter, Paul, Ne·ro 
and John 
i 
2 ·samuel, David · .oonstantine Constant1·us, ,.Arius 
· Sy lvester 
; 
.. 
3 Elijah, Elisha · Justinian Chosroes, Mohammed 
Benedict 
4 Isaiah, Hezekiah Gregory, Pepin The New Bab.Yl.on 
. ·z;acharias 
:Cl;larlemagne 
5 Ezek1al, Daniel Henry VI Saladin 
Captivity in Babel 
I 
6 Zerubbabel Bernard 6th and 7th kings of 
the Apocalypse 
I 
, 
.. 
7 Year of Jubilee the DUX The Antichrist 
-
--· 
*Leroy Froom; The Prophetic Faith .2£ Our Fathers (Wash-
ington: Review and"Te:rald Publ1sh1ng Co., ,g50) , I, 696 • 
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tion. The existing church, founded on Christ, must now 
y1e·ld to the coming c~urch oi' the Spirit. Joachim saw no 
oon.flict here. This new e·ra of evangelical purl ty was in 
. his .~ind a logical outgrowth of God's revelation. The 
~hurch ~111 welcome this spiritual plentitude, and it is 
the entrance to it, as Joachim maintains: 
Extra Catholicor~ ecclesiam non .datur alicui donum 
Spiritua Sancti.l~ 
No deviation from the doctrine of the Church heret 
The effects, of course, were more far-reaching than 
he had conceived. For- centuries the Augustinian formulation 
had been the pattern ot; ." eschatological thought. History 
was made subject to theology by excluding the ·temporal 
relevance of the last things. Joachim viewed ev~rything 
with a historical perspective. 
To sum it up briefiy: Joachim was the turning point 
marking the returh of the historical view of pro'phecy 
>· ·a.s opposed to the'· T-ichonius-Augustine view • . In Joachim 
. we find a tjpic~l -and complete renascence of the apo-
calyptic spirit ·with which the early Christian genera-
'tions were saturated-; his motives were not primarily 
, theological, but he used whatever tigology was concerned 
with his interpretat·ion of history. 
Norm.ally the Church conceived of two dispensation~, the Old 
. . 
and the New Testamen~s; and had no provision for an 1ntra-
h1st·orical fulfillment . at the end of these. 
15Joa.chim, .Expositio !E_ Apocalipsim, p. 221·. 
16Leroy Froom, The Pro~hetic Faith 2,£. Our Fathers (Wash-
ington: Review and Herald ubl1sh1ng Co., ~o), I, 690. 
As we saw earlier, Joachim was gone some fifty years 
before the Church seriously considered all the implications 
1nherant in his system. Eventually it was for Thomas 
Aquinas to refute the genuine Joachimite thought. In his 
Summa Theologica, while not mentioning Joachim by name, he 
obviously had his work in mind in·:.the following section: 
As Augustine says, Montanus and Pricilla pretended that 
our Lord's promise to give the Holy Ghost was ful.filled, 
not in the Apostles, but in themselves. In like manner, 
the Manioheans maintained that it was fulfilled in Manes, 
whom they held to be the para.elate. Hence none of the 
above accepted the Acts of the Apostles, where it is 
clearly shown that · the aforesaid promise was fulfilled 
in the Apostles, just as our Lord promised them a second 
time (Acts 1:5). You shall be baptized with the Holy 
Ghost not many days hence (which we read as havtng been 
fulfilled in Acts 2). However, these foolish :notions 
are refuted by the statement (John 7:39) that as yet 
the Spirit was not given because Jesus was not yet 
glorified; from which we gather that the Holy Ghost 
was given as soon as Christ wns glorified in his ~esur-
rection and ascension. Moreover, this exludes the 
senseless notion that the H9ly Ghost is ·to be expected 
to come at some other time.i7 
As Thomas himself admits, it is merely a restatement of 
Augustine's position and ·argument; and a vindication of the 
assertion tho.t the Church exists in the world snd as such 
must establish her pract'ice according to the wisdom of the 
world for the most wide spread administration of the ~eans 
of grace • 
. However subjective Joachim may have personally felt to-
ward the papal court, h~ had unleashed a spirit· that was to 
l 7Thomas Aquinas ·, · Summa Theoloiica, edited and translated 
by A. c. Pegis (New York: Random ouse, 1945), II, 955-$6. 
divide the yet to be born Franciscan order and result in an 
ever tighter rein being held br the Church upon her sons and 
daughters. 
La Piane endeavors to summarize the impact of Joachim and 
his thought thusly: 
The problem of the Church, the Sacraments,and the Papacy 
in the new dispensation; destined to disappear because 
of the ordo sp1ritua11s would take their place, is the 
truly revolutionary doctrine of Joachim. For, by pro-
phesying the imminent coming of an age of pure evangelic 
morals, he provided his contemporaries with a kind of 
standard by which they could judge e.nd criticize the-
papal Church. Furthermore, he gave to the monastic 
orders the right to consider themselves as the bearers of 
the spiritual Church:, to affirm their independence from 
the Church of the Pope, nay, to consider it as anti-
Christ. In othe·r words, the attitude · toward the Church 
of the later JQachites was contained in germ in Joachim's 
own teaching.ltl 
18La Piana, ~· .£!!•, p. 280. 
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CHAPTER V 
THE IMMEDIATE SUCCESSORS 
There are not many traces of the writings of Joachim 
or his teachings in the years immediately following his 
death. The Council of Arles which condemned them -in 1263 
notes t hat they were "hidden away, unstudied by the learned. 111 
It seems likely that they enjoyed something of a revival 
after the year 12l~O. The crucial year in the Joachite scheme, 
1260, was fast approaching, and a renewed interest in all 
variations of apocalyptic and prophetic writings was apparent. 
The scene for the most demonstrative of these Joachimite 
cults was Paris. The difficult conditions already existing 
there made it a tinder box ready for the smallest spark. 
Confl.ict had raged since 1223 over the relationship of the 
Medicants, the Friars, ·and those of the secular clergy in 
the university. While the Dominicans were more involved at 
the beginning, eventually the Franciscans were also well 
represented on the theological faculty. ay mid-1250 the 
entire university was torn asunder on the issue of Friar 
versus Secular. 
At this moment came the spark that was to set off the 
reaction within the Franciscans. Rufus Jones, in his work, 
lHenry Bett, Joachim~ Flora (London: Methuen and Co. 
1931), P• 67. 
. .. . .. 
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~ Eternal Gospel, makes the following observation: 
The climax of the movement was reached in 1254 in 
the appearance in Paris of a book entitled Intro-
duction !.E, the Eternal Gospel. It was written by 
a young lector of theology in the University of Paris, 
named Gerard of Borgo San Donnino •••• The storm 
which burst on the world with the discovery of this 
book ••• swept the saintly John of Parma out of 
his office as Minister General of the Franciscan 
Order and it carried St. Bonaventura into place and 
power~2 . 
The Introductorius made an immediate and immense sensation. 
A great deal of speculation took place over the late Middle 
Ages as to its exact make-up. It appears to be a separate 
work; at least, it is not that of Joachim and there -~ppears 
together with it selections from all three of Joachim's 
major works. The Intr,oductorius is an apocalyptic m~ni-
festo. The calculations of Joachim are assumed, bµt added 
to the scheme are · some· ·.specific historic-· .prophecies. As 
... 
John the Baptist and Christ were to the second era, Joachim 
and Saint F1rancis are 'to · the third. The followers of Saint 
. Fra~cis were to be the. interpreters of the n·~~ ~ge • 
There was little doubt that it stemmed from the follow-
,, . 
~. 81'·~· .'ot·· John of Parma,.1·Minister General of the Fran·ou1-o-ans~ 
. ':• 
Ge·r~t::ci . of · Borgo San Donnino has been named by Salimbene, 
·> · ~'.:~i:l:teJ11porary and .fe·l}pw J:oa~himite, -as the author.3 A 
' . •. . !1 · .• ~ ~. ; . • . . . " 
.. :'. · le.ci'tor · at the univers-it~-. he had been associated with ·John 
' I, 
·· ~
2
~urus Jones, The .Eternal G~spel (New York: Macmillan 
Co.-,: 1938), p. 3. -
. 3Bett, .2.E.• ill•, p. 106. 
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of Parma on some of his missions to the Eastern Church. 
Almost i mmediately t he seculars of the university s1ezed 
this opportunity to atta.clc the Medicants and protested to 
the pope. After a commission appointed by the pope studied 
the work , it was condemned as heretical, t wenty-seven articles 
specifically being noted. Of t he exerpts cited as heretical, 
twenty -four stem from the. genuine works of Joachim)~ Unfor-
tunately, ther e ar e no copies of the Introduc.torius extant. 
The only check can b e made a ga i nst t he report of the 
commission·, and its exerpts mentioned above agree word for 
word with authentic Joacnite writings. 
Though condemned, the judgment was accomplished with 
discreetness. Concern was especially noted t hat no reproach 
should fall on t he Franciscans be cause of t his work. Gerard 
was brought to trial toge·t her with an associate; Leonard, 
when he refused to recant of the position he had t -aken in 
the work. In 1258 he. was found guilty and sentenced to life 
imprisonment, dying ei:ghteen years later, regarding himself 
a ~artyr for the s ake· of truth. 
The wilder notion's that began to permeate the Joachimi te 
movement found some expression in the Introductorius. In 
addition to the patronizing attitude shown the Franciscans, 
Bett notes the following heretical statements from the com-
· 4Herbert Grundmann, Studien Uber Joachim von Floris 
(Leipzig: B. G. Tuebner, 1927), p:-Io. ---
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mission protocol: 
The doctrine of the Eternal Gospel surpasses both that 
of the Old and New Testaments ••••• This Gospel 
of the Holy Spirit which is to supercede the Gospel of 
Christ is found in the writings of Joachim ••••• 
Christ and his Apostles were not perfect in contempla-
tive life; it is only since Joachim that the contempla-
tive life has begun to fructify ••••• The existing 
congregations of monks will pass away, and an order will 
arise more worthy than all that ist'gone before {refer-
ence to t~e Franciscans directly).~ 
Five years after this condemnation, the doctrines of Joachim 
were condemned by the provincial council of Arlee in 1263. 
This council seems to have been held for the express purpose 
of condemning the Joachimites who apparently were numerous 
in that area. 
The Joachimite inf.luence .seems to have entered the Fran-
ciscan order almost from the beginning. Within twenty years 
of its founding thero were two definite parties, the Spirit-
uals and the Conventuals. Among the earliest or the Joach1m-
1te spirituals was Salimbene. Coming in contact with Joachlm-
ite doctrine about 1240, he became an enthusiastic follower. 
Most of his Joachim1te thought cam& from the ps·eudo-Jeremiah. 
commentary which had come out and marked Frederick II to ap-
pear as the Anti-Chris't in the year 1260. When Frederick 
died in 1250; Salimbene was so shaken that he refused to be-
lieve the word of the ,,death for several months. Finally, he 
turned away from Joach.!mit~ teaching, "after the death of the 
,: 
EJ:nperor and the paasi~g of the year 1260, I entirely dismissed 
tha·t · doctrine and am disposed to believe no more than I can 
~ett, ..2.E• ~., pp. 109-111. 
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see."6 
Coincident with the publication of the Introductorius 
were the charges brought against John or Parma by the Con-
.. .. ' .. 
ventuale within the Franciscan order. Part of these charges 
was the accusation that he defended the doctrine of Joachim 
on the Trinity. Three yea~s later the Pope, Alexander IV, 
presided at the Franciscan chapter meeting and -urged John to 
resign. He did this on the grounds of feebleness, weariness, 
and age--a non-convincing set of rea~ons considering the fact 
that he lived another. thi~ty years and had always been the 
most vigorous of administrators. When asked to name~ suc-
cessor, he chose Bona_ven·t~a, a member of the Conventual wing 
of t~e order. This was naturally a plea for unity as the 
situation was becoming J~nse, and it did achieve pe~ce for the 
bett~r part of fifteen .·years within the Franciscans·~· : 
Nevertheless, there was still a militant spiritual wing, 
·~ . 
gathering their inspitia~iort where it could ·easiest be found, 
and . often erupting w~·i~·.'-~l~lent attacks upon the Conventual 
cen·trolled order and ~specially the papacy. Miss Scudder 
in her study of the Fran.e~soan spiritual movement ·ha·s · caught 
. ' .. .. 
·th~ tenor of the strft'tl When she wrote: . i • 
:_The zealots of our period were not heretics, though . 
-·:; · . heresy was always· pr.owling near, inviting thenf to: re-
.:'.'' pudiate a church, vthiQh they ··tound unsatisfactory :enough. 
o <, • :~, ' ,; ,:, • • ' :·' I •: 
. · . . . 
··;· . 6ohronica o1' Sallmb·ene as quoted in Batt,~· .ill•, P• 102. 
.• I !' •• 
·-. 
I<• 
·-
: 
- ' .... 
lj 
• 
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That they, like Joachim of Flora; remained loyal to 
this church visible, speaks much for their true hUJn-
111 ty. But "a man may be a heretic in the truth" says 
Milton in the Areopagitica; and from that subtle 
heresy which exalts means into ends, and flouts the 
very ideal it worships, the mgre violent natures among 
the Spirituals were not free.< 
Under the brief pontificate of Celestine V the spirituals 
enjoyed a measure of their former prestige, but this was soon 
taken away from them with the awarding of the papal tiara to 
Bonafice VIII. 
The next centuries did not find the Franciscans without 
their strong spiritual movements linked 1n one respect or 
another with Joachimite thought. The Fraticelli, who had 
been given their i mpetus under Celestine V, continued to 
mold a pattern of Joachimite behavior, with even their his-
tories recording events according to the general age scheme 
of Joachim. Peter 011v1, admittedly a disciple of Joachim, 
led a large group of such in southern France. 
Other figures also reiterate the Joachimite ideal. 
Arnold of Villanova felt called upon to reform the Church in 
his day on partial Joach1m1te base. One could also see the 
background of the teachings of Joachim in the tragic Roman 
political figure of the fourt.een:bh century, Cola di Rienzo, 
and his self-delusion as the political counterpart of Saint 
Francis. 
-
As we see the continuance of the Joachimite inf·luence 
. . 
through the Franciscan order, we should be aware of the 
7Vida D. Scudder, The Franciscan Adventure (London: 
J.M. Dent and Sons, 1931), P• 197. 
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fact that this was not the product of Saint Francis. He 
contained his eschatological teachings within the tradition-
al framework of the Church, while his followers became the 
revolutionaries by interpretati ng. Saint Francis, themselves, 
and the events of their time as a fulfillment of Joachim's 
prophecy. It was to take several centuries, but the Church 
d!d aventu~lly absorb the spiritual movement in their midst 
into the more ordered discipline of traditional dogma. 
CHAPTER VI 
LATER INFLUENCES 
By the time of the Reformation there was a small re-
vival of interest in Joachim. Most of this was based upon 
the erroneous conclusion. that the pseudo-Joachim writings 
were genuine. Thus, they saw in him, that is, in the 
pseudo-Joach im, a reformer before the Reformation, and a 
number of his works were reissued with this in mind. 
The printing of his .'three major works in the sixteenth 
century seems to have enjoyed the backing of the Augustinians. 
The Expositio is dedicated to the Augustinian General, 
Egidio Canisio of Viterbo.l No doubt the prophecy of a final 
order of hermits as t .he apiri tual men of the last age ·round 
some application here2 ~ and they were consequently deeply 
interested in all tha~ Joachim had written. 
Melanchton was aware of some of Joachim's writings. He 
refers to Joachim as a magnus illis temporibus ~,- and he 
sent a copy or the pseudo~Joachim Vat1c1nia Pontifioum to 
Spalatin.3 Grundmann also indicates that Luther probably 
1Joach1mt Expos1t1o in Apooal1ps1m · (Venice: 
Bindoni, 1527J, frontispiece. 
Franc1so1 
2Herbert Grundmann, 
(Leipzig:. B. o. Tuebner, 
Studien ftber Joachim von Floris 
19"27), P• 194-• -
3Ib1d., p. 198. 
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knew of him and his wo~k.~ 
The German philosopher Schelling worked out a scheme of 
the philosophy of religion which resulted in, a three age idea 
quite similar to Joachim. Bett notes: 
When Schelling afterward encountered Joachim in his read-
ing of ecclesiastical history, he was surprised and de-
lighted to find that this notion of his, as he thought, 
had been anticipated and devel_oped by "a man so signifi-
cant and so prominent· in ::'the history of the Church.".5 
Less~ng . ., Hegel, and Nietzsche all worked .. in a similar fashion 
attempting a world scheme of redemption within history. 
The relationship to Joachim in the latter cases .is some-
what forced at times. Time magazine, in an anniversary arti-
- . 
cle several years ago, · shows a direct line of thought that 
runs .from second century gnosticism through Joachim d·own to 
the totalitarian ideas of our present time. They name Joachim 
a gnostic, defining the latter heresy thusly: 
A Gnostic is one \·iho · seeks to rise above nature and 
find salvation thr.oµgb "hidden knowledge" rather .than 
through faith and'·w'orks. • • • • Voegelin applies 
the name Gnostic. to Joachim and to many present day 
doctrines and attitudes. Gnostio1sm--anc1ent, medi-
eval or modern--never had a common dogma. Since a 
Gnostic detours all check points of reality, weaving 
his dreams out of .his own wishes, he can believe 
literally anything,'.' and Gno~tios of one sect· often 
oppose Gnostics of another. 
One might find points· of contact somewhere in this loose de-
finition, but it hardly fits the qualified understanding or 
gnosticism 1n the history of the Church. And to oont.inue the 
5aett, . £.E,. ill.•, P• 179 • 
6nJoUI'llalism and Joachim's Childre~" Time, LX (March 9, 
1953), 58. -
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l:tne of descent by analysing current ovents in the lir;.~t of 
Joachir.11te thought, even re.fering to those of today as "Joach-
im's Crulld1"'en117 LTl. tho.t sena0, would probably make Joachim 
viewing this, h.ts na.ge of the Spirit. 11 shudder. 
Iowith has caught the connection in a much better way 
when be ofi'e1•s the J.ink in his o:p~nion that Joaohimfs ex-
pectation of a nevi age of 11pleni.tude 11 could have two _.opposite 
effects: 
It cou11 strengthen the .austerity of a spiritual lii'e 
over agains t the i.·rnrldliness of the church, and this 
was, of course, his intention; but it could also en~ 
coux-ag.e the striving for a new historical realization, 
and this was thf:l r.en10.te result or his prophecy of a 
new 1 .. evelnt!on. U · 
This is the cormectic;>n betv,een ?- U'UssoJ.ini a..'lld Joa.chim. that 
many attempt to show. That it even exists can be seen only 
remotely, and it should always be maintai..Tl.ed that it ,7as 
never Jouchim•s intention. 
The tro.gic ·story of the Joae.h1mites1 for indeed their 
s:piri tual :ref'orm ot tho Chureh failed and tl'lis is t .ragic, 
only emphasizes again that there can, be no trul.y "Christian 
\'forl·d• ° Christ ca.lTI.e ;net to zteform the world• bu.t to redeem 
itl 
7Ibid., P'• 59. 
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